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NHS could cope 
with Ebola case

AS concerns and fears grow 
surrounding the rapidly 
spiralling Ebola epidemic, 
heightened this week by the 
death of Thomas Eric Duncan 

the disease outside Africa – 
Scotland’s First Minister met 
with The Scottish Government 
Resilience Committee to discuss 
the country’s preparedness. 
Health Secretary Alex Neil was part 
of the meeting, along with experts 
in infectious diseases from Health 
Protection Scotland and acting Chief 

Speaking after the meeting, Salmond 

our health service is geared up to deal 

Mr Neil, Health Secretary, also said 

very closely and was keen to emphasis 
the expertise and facilities in place in 

including those at Health Protection 

the position very closely since the 

the awareness and advice to ensure 
our health service is as well prepared 

relatively low, we are ensuring that 

health service also has the expertise 

isolated effectively minimising any 

First Minister 
Alex Salmond 
and Health 
Secretary Alex 
Neil believe 
Scotland is 
prepared should 
a case of Ebola 
be confirmed in 
the country.

“...I am 
con�dent 
our NHS is 
ready to 
respond.

”First Minister 
Alex Salmond

By Fiona McNicol
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In Prof ile...
Laura 
McQuade, 
Prints of 
Paradise
Each week we focus on a 
Glasgow business, organisation 
or professional, and quiz them on 
their success, future plans and 
favourite things about the city…

Q. Who and what are 
Prints of Paradise? 

A. Prints of Paradise originated 
off the back of luxury resort wear 
brand Savannah & Some- Adrienne 
[MacLean - Prints of Paradise’s co-
founder and designer) studied at ECA 
in Edinburgh and myself at Glasgow 
Caledonian. We both educated 
ourselves through work placements 
the year after graduation before 
setting up our own label in 2012. 
We’ve been best friends since Primary 
1 and never intended to start our own 
label but with a complimentary set of 
skills and with a similar career vision, 
it was inevitable.

Q. How did Prints of 
Paradise begin? 
A. We had modest success with 
Savannah & Some featuring in 

Company magazine, exhibiting at 
Pure London and being stocked in 
luxury stores in St. Tropez and Wolf 
& Badger on Dover St, London. 
However, sales were slow and we 
wanted faster results so Prints of 
Paradise emerged. The business 

to move. We had help in the form of 
funding and being placed in a business 
incubator from Digital Enterprise 
Glasgow whilst Business Gateway 
and the Princes Trust provided us with 
guidance and specialist support.

Q. What was the most 

up your own company?
A. Not knowing what’s around the 
corner… having patience to persist. In 
most cases nothing happens over night 
and it’s a case of getting yourself out 
there and building a reputable image, 
which takes time and effort. 

Q. What advice would you 
give to someone thinking 
about starting their own 
business?
A. It’s a journey not a destination and 
failures happen along the way!

Q. What’s been the biggest 
achievement for Prints of 
Paradise so far?

A. Connections we’ve established 
with big retailers, featuring in Grazia 
magazine, retailing and featuring 
in Nylon, NY. Being asked to do an 
exclusive range for Wolf & Badger. 
Meeting the Duchess of Cornwall 
and receiving a thank you note from 
her! Collaborating with Radisson Blu 
Hotels. There have been lots and I 
hope lots more to come!

Q. What’s next for Prints 
of Paradise?
A. We’ve just launched our Indigo 
Collection online so we will be 
focussed on that and hopefully growth 
and success!

www.printsofparadise.co.uk

DESIGN DUO: Prints of Paradise 
co-founders and designers Adrienne 
MacLean and Laura McQuade

PRINTED TEE: One of Laura and 
Adrienne’s stylish T-Shirt designs

            G   

Five second guide 
to Glasgow with
Prints of Paradise
Mr Ben, W2, We Love to Boogie, as well as the 
usual Topshop etc…

Architecture in the city centre, vintage prints and 
the library.

Best place for a bargain is:
Hillhead Bookclub’s ‘Granny Would Be Proud’ 
Vintage Fair. 

Favourite city centre eatery: 
Bier Halle every time! 
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Lynnie Carson and Silver Springs new album  
Silver Springs  

 
 

 
South Glasgow News 

Lynnie Carson impressed  
Bluesbunny.com 

ving of the reputation they hold
itsanxxxxthing 

 

 
 

Talented singer/songwriter Lynnie Carson is back with new band, Silver Springs, to 
release their self-titled debut album, available on iTunes. 

from the West Coast of America, Silver 
Springs is a guitar driven, classic rock, full-band experience that is reminiscent of the 

 

s vocals hark of a young Stevie Nicks, with a folky-edge influenced by the likes of 
Fleet Foxes and First Aid Kit. Her soul-searching and hearty honest lyrics, especially 

Wherever you are , are both moving and 
universally appealing at the same time.  
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PRIVATE islands might sound like the stuff
of fairy tales to most people, but in a small
piece of Scottish heaven just north of Oban,
the Isle of Eriska Hotel and Spa can make
that dream a reality, writes Fiona McNicol.

Escape to your own private island
and discover a luxury resort with
heart and hospitality at its core 
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FREE

WIN! 
2 Pairs of tickets 

to be won with 
ODEON Cinema at 

Glasgow Quay
See page 31

Full story page 3

NHS could cope 
with Ebola case

AS concerns and fears grow 
surrounding the rapidly 
spiralling Ebola epidemic, 
heightened this week by the 
death of Thomas Eric Duncan 

the disease outside Africa – 
Scotland’s First Minister met 
with The Scottish Government 
Resilience Committee to discuss 
the country’s preparedness. 
Health Secretary Alex Neil was part 
of the meeting, along with experts 
in infectious diseases from Health 
Protection Scotland and acting Chief 

Speaking after the meeting, Salmond 

our health service is geared up to deal 

Mr Neil, Health Secretary, also said 

very closely and was keen to emphasis 
the expertise and facilities in place in 

including those at Health Protection 

the position very closely since the 

the awareness and advice to ensure 
our health service is as well prepared 

relatively low, we are ensuring that 

health service also has the expertise 

isolated effectively minimising any 

First Minister 
Alex Salmond 
and Health 
Secretary Alex 
Neil believe 
Scotland is 
prepared should 
a case of Ebola 
be confirmed in 
the country.

“...I am 
con�dent 
our NHS is 
ready to 
respond.

”First Minister 
Alex Salmond

By Fiona McNicol
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END TO POVERTY: 
Campaigners have warned 
that the number of those 
in poverty will swell to 
uncontrollable levels if 
government does not take 
action (Getty Images)

Third of Glasgow 
children living in 
poverty

“It’s shameful 
that there is 
poverty like this 
in Scotland

FREE

By Ross Swanson and Fiona McNicol

Campaigners unveil child 
poverty map of UK, showing 
Glasgow as the worst-
affected area in Scotland.

A THIRD of children in Glasgow 
are said to be living in poverty, it 
was announced by campaigners this 
week.
The city has been revealed as having the 
worst problem of child poverty in Scotland 
with 1 in 3 kids living with hardship, rather 
than the national average of 1 in 5. In total, 
a staggering 220,000 children across the 
county are said to be living below the 
breadline.

The Campaign to End Child Poverty 

a child poverty map of the whole of the 

parliamentary constituency, local authority 
and ward.

Campaigners also warned that the 

to uncontrollable levels by 2020 if 
government action is not taken.   

been mapped after taking housing costs 

extent of child poverty based on disposable 
income after meeting housing costs – an 
essential family expenditure – which 
shows the real, hidden extent of the number 
of families struggling to make ends meet. 

Families with children living on less than 
£204 a week after housing costs are classed 
as being in poverty. 

WIN! A fantastic 
meal for 4 at the 
Indian Platform 2 
(Southside)!
WIN! 2 pairs of 
tickets to ODEON 
at the Quay!

front page news

breaking stories

investigative journalism

exclusive interviews



                 

In Prof ile...
Laura 
McQuade, 
Prints of 
Paradise
Each week we focus on a 
Glasgow business, organisation 
or professional, and quiz them on 
their success, future plans and 
favourite things about the city…

Q. Who and what are 
Prints of Paradise? 

A. Prints of Paradise originated 
off the back of luxury resort wear 
brand Savannah & Some- Adrienne 
[MacLean - Prints of Paradise’s co-
founder and designer) studied at ECA 
in Edinburgh and myself at Glasgow 
Caledonian. We both educated 
ourselves through work placements 
the year after graduation before 
setting up our own label in 2012. 
We’ve been best friends since Primary 
1 and never intended to start our own 
label but with a complimentary set of 
skills and with a similar career vision, 
it was inevitable.

Q. How did Prints of 
Paradise begin? 
A. We had modest success with 
Savannah & Some featuring in 

Company magazine, exhibiting at 
Pure London and being stocked in 
luxury stores in St. Tropez and Wolf 
& Badger on Dover St, London. 
However, sales were slow and we 
wanted faster results so Prints of 
Paradise emerged. The business 

to move. We had help in the form of 
funding and being placed in a business 
incubator from Digital Enterprise 
Glasgow whilst Business Gateway 
and the Princes Trust provided us with 
guidance and specialist support.

Q. What was the most 

up your own company?
A. Not knowing what’s around the 
corner… having patience to persist. In 
most cases nothing happens over night 
and it’s a case of getting yourself out 
there and building a reputable image, 
which takes time and effort. 

Q. What advice would you 
give to someone thinking 
about starting their own 
business?
A. It’s a journey not a destination and 
failures happen along the way!

Q. What’s been the biggest 
achievement for Prints of 
Paradise so far?

A. Connections we’ve established 
with big retailers, featuring in Grazia 
magazine, retailing and featuring 
in Nylon, NY. Being asked to do an 
exclusive range for Wolf & Badger. 
Meeting the Duchess of Cornwall 
and receiving a thank you note from 
her! Collaborating with Radisson Blu 
Hotels. There have been lots and I 
hope lots more to come!

Q. What’s next for Prints 
of Paradise?
A. We’ve just launched our Indigo 
Collection online so we will be 
focussed on that and hopefully growth 
and success!

www.printsofparadise.co.uk

DESIGN DUO: Prints of Paradise 
co-founders and designers Adrienne 
MacLean and Laura McQuade

PRINTED TEE: One of Laura and 
Adrienne’s stylish T-Shirt designs

Pro�le @ Glas_City_News           Glasgow City News

Five second guide 
to Glasgow with
Prints of Paradise
Mr Ben, W2, We Love to Boogie, as well as the 
usual Topshop etc…

Architecture in the city centre, vintage prints and 
the library.

Best place for a bargain is:
Hillhead Bookclub’s ‘Granny Would Be Proud’ 
Vintage Fair. 

Favourite city centre eatery: 
Bier Halle every time! 
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POSED TO KNOW: TRAPPED IN KANSAS    WORDS: FIONA MCNICOL 

receiving critical acclaim for their unique blend of technically beautiful music and strikingly 
haunting lyrics. POSED met with vocalist and guitarist Finn Le Marinel to talk about 

 

The four members of Trapped in Kansas (Finn Le Marinel, Christopher Ward, Iain Symes and 
Gregor Fair) met during their time living in halls at University in Ayr. Despite some very 
different musical influences (Finn lists two of his as American Football and Mimas, while 
Chris prefers indie bands such as Belle & Sebastian) the band began to create songs that 

was great   

following and much press acclaim  
beautiful melodic vocals. After their King Tuts debut, the band continued to perform and 
support many high calibre groups such as This Town Needs Guns and The Darien Venture. 

 The Darien Venture in particular 

their first CD with  a split EP that was available on a Scottish tour featuring both bands. 

The EP received excellent reviews and exposure on BBC Radio was to follow shortly, with 
Steve Lamaq naming Trapped in Kansas as his band of the week on BBC Radio 6 Music and 
track plays on Radio 1. The band also performed on the Scottish festival scene, playing at 

-  Park. 

With the band set to begin recording their first solo EP in December this year and a 2011 
tour already planned, the band that everybody should see shows no sign of slowing down. 

branching out  Japan 

to the music from last year  I just hope 
 

ngs are available to buy on iTunes and Amazon as of 
the 1st of November: http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0048P1I0E/ref=dm_sp_adp 

See Trapped in Kansas tomorrow night (31st October) at the Classic Grand Glasgow as part 
 http://www.facebook.com/pages/Trapped-in-

Kansas/86255413477?v=info#!/event.php?eid=128497333861780 

For more information on Trapped in Kansas visit: 

www.trappedinkansas.com 

profiles

life stories

interviews

Q&A’s



travel features

hotel reviews

city guides
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PRIVATE islands might sound like the stuff
of fairy tales to most people, but in a small
piece of Scottish heaven just north of Oban,
the Isle of Eriska Hotel and Spa can make
that dream a reality, writes Fiona McNicol.

Escape to your own private island
and discover a luxury resort with
heart and hospitality at its core 
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FESTIVAL REGION        WORDS: FIONA MCNICOL 

Long a favourite holiday destination of the Spanish, Murcia s glorious year-round sunshine, 
diverse landscapes and calendar of festivals are attracting British holiday-goers to sample 
the best of this untouched Mediterranean gem.  

change. A world away from the tourist laden beaches and 18-30 package holidays that 
history and 

chic cities makes it the perfection destination for those seeking more than just a tan from 
their holiday, writes South Glasgow News Editor Fiona McNicol 

y 
of festivals and events.  I was lucky enough to visit during the north-west town of Caravaca 

festival, which celebrates the legend of the Knights Templar who braved the Moorish armies 

entire population of Caravaca out into the streets and draws crowds of thousands from 
surrounding towns and villages.  

We spent the first night of our five day trip at the Hotel Nuestra Senora del Carmen  a 

that your coffee in the morning will be served by one of the monks), situated in the heart of 
Caravaca. 

The hotel, although fairly basic, provides a great place to stay for those wanting to feel like 
part of the festivities  the parade goes right by the hotel gates, and you can even use the 
4am festival cannons and fireworks as your morning alarm! 

In the early hours of the morning on the first day of the five day event, the horses are 
decorated in spectacular mantels, which are handcrafted throughout the year, in 
preparation for the opening parade. The animals are then paraded through the streets of 
the town, amongst the thousands of spectators who turn out to watch the colourful display, 
creating a sea of colour and sound. 

crowd in order to create a more thrilling viewing experience, and this sometimes leads to 
the animals running into the crowd), we had the opportunity to take in the sheer scale of 
the festival. Thousands of spectators, all wearing the traditional white shirts and red 
scarves, decorated with the names of the different teams entering the race,  food vendors, 
bands, musicians and more than one or two wine stalls fill the streets, all added to the party 
atmosphere. 

C  
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New York band rock Glasgow 02 ABC

Ren rolls out
tour in Glasgow

Make a date for... John Grant, the Arches, 25th Oct| Doors 7.30pm

Bat for Lashes, Glasgow 02 ABC, 21st October
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Tomboy Burritos & Beers, 
Ashton Lane, Glasgow,

Recently reviewed:
THERE’S a new badboy burrito shop in 
town, and they mean serious business. 
They’re so serious, in fact, that (until 
your read this review or see for yourself) 
you’ll have absolutely no idea what 
you’re walking into – just like us. 

Last Saturday night, on a pre-gig, hunger-
induced crawl of Ashton Lane, myself 
and a couple of friends ended up standing 
outside Tomboy Burritos & Beer – staring 
at what appeared to be the menu, consisting 
only of burritos, nachos, quesadillas…and 
(as the name would suggest) beer and any 
form of drink that you can possibly imagine 
involving tequila. 

vintage bus (or truck, there was some debate 
as to its original use) being used as a bar and 
what appeared to be a food-cart in the corner. 

It was only when we sat down at one of 
the wooden booths and heard the very 
busy waitresses calling out people’s names 
(Wiseman, to be precise) to collect orders 
that we realised this was going to be a 
different eating-out experience altogether. 

what we saw outside, you basically choose 
from a burrito, quesadilla or nachos and, after 
a quick glance over the ‘Rules’ – hanging 

forms in front of us. The idea is, you write 
your name, choose one of the previously 

and then any extras by ticking the boxes on 

the form. You then hand in at the bar, pay 
for it and watch whilst they cook it in front 
of you at the cart, before they call out your 
name when the order is ready. Simple, fun 
and way more entertaining that choosing 
from a standard menu. 

I went for a Burrito with Winner Winner 
Chicken Dinner (shredded chilli chicken) 

cheese extras. In the name of rounded-
reviewing, one of my friends decided to 
try the nachos and the other chose the 
quesadillas. We placed our orders, waited 
(momentarily) for our drinks (try a Tommy’s 
Margarita, £5, with tequila, lime and agave - 
they are the perfect combination of tasty and 
lethal) and took a proper gander around the 
place. Exposed brick walls, clever branding 
(on literally everything, from the napkins 
that state “You’ll be needing this” to the 
“Tomgirl” toilets) and quirky touches make 
the place entirely different to anywhere else 
I’ve eaten out in Glasgow. 

arriving on silver, canteen-style trays, with 
mine wrapped in tinfoil and sealed with a 
Tomboy sticker (I’m telling you, everything 
is branded). Despite initially asking, “Eh, 
where is the cutlery” we soon got into the 

say it’s the best burrito I ever had outside of 
America…and huge! Which is impressive 
considering that all of their burrito options, 
no matter what you load them with, are £7.50.

about 30 minutes, but that suited us perfectly 

for the night. If you’re in the West End (or 
actually if you’re anywhere) and want no-
fuss, no-wait, delicious, American food-

anywhere else. 

Chop Chop! Glasgow can’t 
wait for new restaurant

By Chloe McGhee

IT’S been voted Britain’s most popular 
Chinese restaurant,  scooped two AA 

Gordon Ramsay’s The F Word.
For the past eight years, Chop Chop has been 
serving up Chinese cuisine in Edinburgh, 
gaining accolades from across the UK and 
racking up more than 20,000 loyalty members.

Now, the restaurant has decided to launch its 

restaurant in Glasgow’s Mitchell Street – due to 
open next month. 

The restaurant is famous for its dumplings, with 
95% of its customers ordering the dish which 

meats and vegetables.

balls, crispy chicken, sweet and sour pork ribs 
and a variety of noodle based meals.

Gordon Ramsay raved about the handmade 
dumplings when he visited the restaurant in 
2011 for an episode of the F Word.

Chop Chop is due to open in November at 41-43 
Mitchell Street.

Bu�et boost at Silverburn
A NEW restaurant opening in a Glasgow 
shopping centre will create around 60 jobs.

The £1.5m Cosmo eaterie - the third of its kind 

in Scotland - will open at the Silverburn centre 
on November 16. The eat-all-you-want buffet 
restaurant will offer diners the choice of dishes 
from 14 countries.

Get your co�ee kick and then some

By Joe Mackay

THE Scottish Coffee Festival, which 
is being held on Saturday November 
29 will merge some of Scotland’s best 

unmissable event for coffee lovers.

The inaugural festival will feature a day of 
sampling and tasting of Scotland’s coffee as 
well as barista demonstrations, latte art, street 

food from Drygate Brewing Co and coffee 
inspired cocktails, live music and entertainment.  

Tickets for the event are priced at £8, with £1 from 
each ticket sold being donated to charity partner, 
The Prince and Princess of Wales Hospice.

To purchase tickets to the Scottish Coffee 
Festival visit www.scottishcoffeefestival.com

C ompetition:
Win a meal  
for four at 
Paperino’s

WE’VE teamed up with Paperino’s, Glasgow’s favourite family run Italian 
restaurant, for a competition that will see one lucky reader win a delicious meal 
for four. 
Named after Walt Disney’s Donald Duck, Paperino’s celebrates its 10th anniversary at 
227 Byres Road in the West End next year. 
For your chance to win this fabulous prize, just answer this simple question: 
What Walt Disney character is Paperino’s named after?
A.  Mickey Mouse     B.  Donald Duck     C.  Pluto
Send your answers on a postcard, with your name, address and a contact telephone 
number to: Glasgow City News, Paperino’s Competition, Caledonia Publications, 
70 West Regent Street, Glasgow, G2 2QZ. 
Terms & Conditions apply. Prize subject to availability, is non-transferable and there is no cash alternative. 
Winners will be contacted by telephone.

By Fiona McNicol
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Lynnie Carson and Silver Springs new album  
Silver Springs  

 
 

 
South Glasgow News 

Lynnie Carson impressed  
Bluesbunny.com 

ving of the reputation they hold
itsanxxxxthing 

 

 
 

Talented singer/songwriter Lynnie Carson is back with new band, Silver Springs, to 
release their self-titled debut album, available on iTunes. 

from the West Coast of America, Silver 
Springs is a guitar driven, classic rock, full-band experience that is reminiscent of the 

 

s vocals hark of a young Stevie Nicks, with a folky-edge influenced by the likes of 
Fleet Foxes and First Aid Kit. Her soul-searching and hearty honest lyrics, especially 

Wherever you are , are both moving and 
universally appealing at the same time.  
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